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Out now
I will be moving into my in-laws’
home. Their existing built-in wardrobe and study table in the bedroom
are in good condition, but I would
like them to have a new look by
changing the colour of the surfaces.
How do I go about doing so?
In the buy-and-throw mentality of
today, people are sometimes amazed at
what a lick of paint or a new laminate can
do.
Have fun with laminates: Make your
wardrobe and table surfaces look like
they have been clad in marble, exotic
wood, metal or even fabric. Laminates
with embossed textures provide that
extra degree of realism.
For your wardrobe, as long as its
internal structure is in good condition,
you can simply resurface the doors with
new laminate or make new doors.
But Mr Jansen Tan, director of product
and brand at Lamitak, says: “If the
condition of the wardrobe is worn out, it
would be more cost-effective and easier
to rebuild your wardrobe.”
The construction of your study table
will determine if you are able to change
its top, he says.
For instance, if the tabletop is screwed
onto the table legs or a support, you can
get your contractor to build a new
tabletop. However, for structures which
are permanently fixed, replacement will
be tough.
I have a large space under my staircase next to my dining area which is
not being utilised. How can I maximise this area and make the space look
good? It is currently a holding area
for my children’s school bags.
Building a proper storage area under your
stairs will maximise the space to hold
much more than your children’s bags.
Odd items can be hidden neatly and
retrieving them will also be easy.
Take a leaf from this nifty design
(right) by Artistroom – the tiered storage
levels organise small and large items,
while the slide-out function saves you
the trouble of sticking your head in to
look for stuff.
Raumplus sliding doors and interior
systems from The Ewins Home can also
be customised to fit the area under a
sloped ceiling. Made with aluminium components, the doors come in glass or laminate. You can customise the design motif
for the glass option, so that it blends in
with the aesthetics of your house.

For more tips on
stylish living, get the
April issue of Home
& Decor, published
by SPH Magazines.
In it, find out where
to shop for
furnishings for your
home.

Experiment with
different laminate
surfaces to give old
tables a fresh update.
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Turn the area under the stairs into
tiered storage to keep things neat and
tidy at home. PHOTO: ARTISTROOM

How can we maintain the
laminate flooring in our
home? The sample piece
we saw was bright, but
our floor now looks quite
dull. We did the flooring
less than a year ago and
now there are scratches
and lines on it. Was the
laminate of inferior quality? Some of them have
started to “pop up” too.
Although laminate flooring
is more low maintenance
and less prone to scratches
than real wood flooring, it
does have to be maintained
so it still looks good in the To prevent laminate flooring from being scratched,
move furniture pieces around with care. PHOTO:
long run.
Cleaning it is easy – just DARREN CHANG; DESIGN: SPACE SENSE
use a damp mop once or
twice a week. Never use a
So take care when you move furniture
wet, dripping mop.
around and consider using furniture
Ms Nina Loh, sales manager of Wood protectors on the legs of your pieces.
Culture, says you can also consider using
But some laminate flooring types can
special cleaning agents available in the take more abuse than others, and you can
market.
tell by their Abrasion Coefficient (AC) –
She adds: “Scratches and lines are the higher it is, the tougher the surface.
usually caused by dragging objects across
Generally, household-use laminate
the floor. Laminate wood flooring is only flooring has a grade of AC2 and AC3, and
scratch-resistant, not scratch-proof.”
it increases to AC4 and AC5 for models
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made for commercial high-traffic locations.
When they start to “pop up”, it means
that there was not enough allowance
given for expansion – the planks may
push against the wall and warp. It can
also be due to water damage as water
seeping into the flooring causes the floorboards to swell.
This damage will have to be assessed
by a flooring specialist, advises Ms Loh.
Do you have a solution for hiding
unsightly mops and pails at home?
Currently, I store them in the spare
toilet, but I am thinking of
converting the toilet into another
space.
It is a frustrating
problem – where
to store housekeeping equipment in Singapore home owners’ ever-shrinking spaces?
Mops
and
brooms do not
have a large footprint in general,
although you do
need a tall space
to house them.
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Hide
them
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behind the cupTHE INTERARCH DESIGN
board door, next
to the fridge or
in the storeroom, says Ms Adeline Poh
from Howards Storage World.
Keep them off the floor to prevent tripping over them and within easy reach
with a wall-mounted holder.
In this home (above), design firm The
Interarch Design carved out a tall but
shallow sliding-door cabinet next to the
laundry area, which can store tall and flat
items.
For buckets, stack and store them
under the sink. Or buy a pretty pail that
would not be an eyesore if you leave it in
your bathroom when not in use.
This series by Home & Decor has the
magazine’s editor Rebeckka Wong and
experts in the renovation and home
decoration fields answering queries from
readers. It first appeared in the April issue
of Home & Decor, published by SPH
Magazines.
Got a decorating or home renovation issue?
Write to Experts Say, Home & Decor, 82
Genting Lane, Media Centre, Level 7,
Singapore 349567 or e-mail
maghomedecor@sph.com.sg. Photos and
layouts are non-returnable.

